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Description 

Statistics is a study which plans, collects, analyzes, interprets, and presents data thus can be 

understood. Statistics is a study related to data. Descriptive statistics is a part of statistics which 

processes and presents data without making any decision for  the population. Descriptive statistics is 

only related in explaining or providing information about data or condition or phenomenon.  In 

other words, descriptive statistics has a function to explain a condition, a phenomenon, or an issue.  

The conclusion drawing in descriptive statistics (if any) is only aimed to the collected data. Thus, the 

objective of this course is to equip students' knowledge with a comprehension putting forward the 

mastery of data which has relevancy with economy development and comprehension of the aspects 

of the statistical terms.  The main material in this course is the frequency distribution, included its 

constituents, index numbers, and time series data. 
 
Learning Outcomes 
The students have knowledge, comprehension and skills as followings: 

 able to explain the requirements of good data and good measurement instruments. 

 able to present data in form of table and graphs. 

 able to count and interpret the value of the data which covers value  

 of central tendency and value deployment. 

 able to count the value opportunity of a phenomenon  

 able to present data by using statistical software. 
 
 
 
 
 

Topics 
1. Variable classification  
2. Methods of data collection 

http://id.wikipedia.org/wiki/Data
http://id.wikipedia.org/wiki/Statistika
http://id.wikipedia.org/wiki/Statistika
http://id.wikipedia.org/wiki/Statistika
http://id.wikipedia.org/wiki/Populasi


3. Methods of sampling 
4. Kinds of measuring scales 
5. Kinds of survey defect 
6. Table and graph for data category 
7. Table and graph for numerical data 
8. Principles of graph presentation 
9. Methods in organizing data in Microsoft Excel 
10. Mean 
11. Weighted average 
12. Geometric mean 

13. Median((decile, percentile and quartile) 
14. Modus 
15. Range,  
16. interquartile range,  
17. Variant 
18. Deviation standard 
19. The coefficient of variation 
20. Z-scores 
21. The slope and kurtosis of data set  
22. A paper discussing the economy or financial indicators  
23. That paper is presented by a group of students  
24. Simple index number 
25. Laspeyers and Pasche indices 
26. Long term trend  
27. Cyclical effects 
28. Seasonal effects 
29. Residual effects 
30. Prediction method using exponential smoothing and Holt's method 
31. Measurement method of prediction accuracy 
32. Probability concept 
33. Basic rules of probability 
34. Additional rules of probability 
35. Conditional probability 
36. Bayes Theory 
37. Mutation and combination 
38. Continue distribution: normal, uniform, and exponential 
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